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Chad Wilson, a junior at State University
on a football scholarship, decides to take a
few classes during the summer semester to
lighten the course load during football
season. Hes also looking after a freshman
player, Tim Hunter, at the coachs request.
When Chad does a favor for a local
classmate, James Turner, James thanks him
with an invitation to his house for
swimming. The boys quickly become
friends and over a few weeks, Chad and
Tim got to know James mother, Vanessa,
really well, enough that it was okay to just
show up at their house without James.One
Friday when James is with his girlfriend,
Chad and Tim drop by to swim and find an
unexpected treat. Vanessa is sunning at the
pool, almost naked. At thirty-nine, she is
better looking and more sensuous than any
college girl they know. And best of all, she
doesnt appear to mind them seeing her in a
bikini thong, her tiny top removed.
Vanessa seems happy to have their
company and invites them to stay. Chad
and Tim react to the stimulation of a
beautiful woman with predictable flustered
behavior and formidable erections. Chad,
more mature and sophisticated than Tim,
quickly seizes his advantage when Vanessa
invites him upstairs. He enjoys a shower to
remember with Vanessa, then leaves her
napping. Back at the pool, Tim admits to
Chad he is a virgin and Chad vows to try to
help him cure his condition.When Vanessa
rejoins them outdoors, Chad confides to
her that Tim is a virgin and she actually
seems excited by the idea of helping him
out with his first time. Chad concocts a
plan to get Vanessa into the pool with both
of them and a sizzling three-way is soon
underway. As it turns out, Vanessa has a
greater capacity for sexual pleasure than
either of the young men could have
imagined and is open to everything
proposed, begging for more as each barrier
is breeched. A lengthy double penetration
scene is a highlight of the session,
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culminating with Vanessas admission she
is a submissive searching for a new master.
Chad is more than happy to fill that role
and she counts herself lucky to have found
such a young, virile master with the
endurance to fulfill her every subjugation
wish. Tim is floating in a dream world of
the recently initiated, and Vanessa so
pleased with her experiences, she invites
the young men to stay the night to see what
else they can dive into. Not that she intends
to stop therewith both boys contact
information, she knows shell be making
many calls to them in the future.
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